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About This Game

There are dark places in the world inhabited by evil denizens. Places filled with danger and foreboding where no ordinary man
would dare to journey. However, there are a few who are willing to risk death in the name of good, in the name of justice, in the

name of.. valuable loot!

Hack, Slash, Loot is a single-player turn-based dungeon crawler. Take control of a lone hero and explore sprawling dungeons,
fight dangerous monsters, and most importantly, plunder valuable treasures. With a new dungeon created every game you can be
sure that no two playthroughs will ever be the same. Boasting easy to master controls you'll be adventuring in no time, but there

is still enough depth to challenge the most hardened of adventurers.

 Key Features

32 characters to unlock and play

Six distinct quests requiring different tactics to beat

Thousands of items, monsters, and dungeon features

Streamlined roguelike gameplay with a modern control scheme

Cute retro stylings, daemon ogres have never looked so quaint
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This is a pretty decent remake of the classis Archon game, worth picking up for cheap. :) I can't wait until they patch in online
play, though.. 9\/10 friggin love this game. lllljj gg hhjm. I played this so much when I was younger! Hopefully the other games
will come to steam!. Pity there is no other language than Chinese. It was promising. \u1160\u1160\u1160
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Two new characters, new skills to use for your avatar and a few new skills to use for hit and goku. Needs a STORY DLC like
the tournament between the two universes or something entirely new. The amount of content will only satisfy you for a couple
hours and thats it. Please improve the AI as well, sometimes it does get too easy to fight offline enemies.. pretty fun and
addicted game, some problems with scripts of the enemies (for example, the dead script it's the exact same on everyone) but
despite of that, it's pretty cool. It adds a lot of content to the base game. Mainly companion quests and their special weapons.
Buying this DLC is a nice way to support the developer for their great work.. Not the best point&click on Steam but for a small
money you can have few hours of fun. Dialogues are too long sometimes and the guy in the glasses can be boring, he tries too
hard with the jokes.. Just as faceless and unmemorable as the game itself.. Save the world? Psh, who cares about that dood.

An anime themed rpg, with as much grinding as any nerd needs. the graphics are cool, not top of the line of course, but its good
enough. I loved the music, and some of the songs really get my blood pumping.

However the game play can be very repetitive, which honestly is the nature of the beast for any rpg. And the music may be
good, but if you want to see all the content thats hundreds of hours or more listening to it over and over again. The price may not
be to bad, but I recomend waiting for a sale, it will help soften the blow when the game crashes after a 5 hour item dungeon run.
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